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SURFACE EROSION

INTRODUCTION TO ARGS®
Stabilising slopes offers significant challenges. Platipus anchors combine Percussion Driven Earth Anchors
(PDEA®) with suitable facing material to make Anchored Reinforced Grid Solutions (ARGS®) to stabilize
slopes where excess water, over steepening, poor drainage and lack of deep rooted vegetation have caused
erosion or instability.
Platipus ARGS systems offer these key advantages over traditional solutions:
®

Encourage re-vegetation for a green finish to the slope.
Fast and easy to install.
Low environmental impact.
Immediately quantifiable anchor loads.
Over 30 years' experience with thousands of successful projects worldwide.
®
Patented “Plati-Drain ” solution to reduce pore water pressure within clay slopes.
We appreciate that each project is unique and recommend that the design is approved by a qualified engineer.

SHALLOW SLIDE PROTECTION

‘SIMPLY’ HOW A MECHANICAL ANCHOR WORKS
There are three steps to the installation of an anchor system:
DRIVING THE ANCHOR

REMOVING THE RODS

LOADLOCKING / SETTING

DEEP SEATED FAILURES

TYPICAL ANCHOR BEHAVIOUR
LOADLOCK

COMPACTION AND LOAD

MAXIMUM LOAD RANGE

BEARING CAPACITY FAILURE

CUT FACE SLOPES
The first stage is where a load is
applied to rotate the anchor into
its loadlocked position. Elements
of both load and extension are
present.
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The second stage is where the
anchor system is generating a
frustum of soil immediately in
front of the anchor. At this point
load normally increases with
minimum extension. The soil type
will affect the overall extension.

The third stage is where the
anchor produces its ultimate load.
As the anchor load approaches
the bearing capacity of the soil,
the rate of increase in load will
reduce until bearing capacity
failure of the soil takes place.

Caution: If the mechanical shear
strength of the soil is exceeded,
the residual load will decrease
with continued extension as the
anchor shears through the
ground.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Case Study
BGC GREENWAY PARK SLOPE PROTECTION,
MANILA
Client: Fort Bonifacio Development Corporation
Distributor: FW Nicol Philippines Inc.

PROJECT SPECIFICATION
This 90m long slope, cut to 70 degrees, ran adjacent to a new jogging track and needed protection against
surface erosion particularly from storm water run-off and to support the concrete hollow block wall above. Site
access for any plant machinery was very restricted and the client wanted the slope to be re-vegetated ruling out
traditional sprayed concrete methods. The slope consisted of soft soil at the top, weathered granular material
with the lower section made up entirely of weathered adobe rock. A 60 year design life was specified.

SOLUTION
What is the soil type / conditions where the anchor will reside?
What is the vertical height of the embankment?
What is the slope angle?
Is there pore water pressure within the embankment?
Is there a surcharge at the top of the slope?
Are there any buried services which may obstruct the anchor?

Following site testing by FW Nicol Philippines Inc., the Platipus Anchored Reinforced Grid Solution (ARGS®)
was specified using S2 aluminium anchors on 1m long stainless steel tendons securing Tensar P300 and triple
twist rock fall netting. The anchors were installed using hand held tools and quickly loadlocked with the SJ5
stressing jack. Installation continued through wet weather conditions and was completed in 9 days with
Platipus Anchors Ltd and FW Nicol Philippines Inc. providing on-site installation advice and support to the
contractor.
Anchor System: S2ARGS1M
Design Life: 60 yrs
Soil Type: Weathered granular material with sections of adobe rock

Is the site within a seismically sensitive area?
How deep is the critical failure plane?
9 What facing material is locally available?
10

What is the factor of safety (usually between 1.2 to 1.5)?
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What is the design life?

INSTALLATION TOOLS
Over many years we have developed a wide range of bespoke equipment to provide customers with well
engineered, high quality, durable and practical installation tools designed for sustained use.
We supply drive rods, manual and hydraulic stressing equipment for PDEA s of every size and can advise on
the most suitable method to drive the anchor from sledgehammer or post rammer to hand held hydraulic
anchor driver and machine mounted hydraulic breakers.
®
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Case Study
US HIGHWAY 98, MOBILE ALABAMA
Client: ALDOT
Consultant: TTL Inc. Geotechnical Engineers
Main Contractor: Bridge Creek Construction

PROJECT SPECIFICATION
The Alabama Dept. of Transportation’s Geotechnical Engineering units tasked TTL Inc to perform a
temporary shallow plane failure repair while engineering a permanent embankment stability solution.
This site was suffering from shallow plane failures, rill erosion, regressive failures and tension cracks.
Through solid engineering practices and on site preliminary anchor testing provided by Platipus it was
determined that TTL could provide a solution the would solve the immediate concerns as well as providing
the long term 50 year design with the use of Platipus anchors and a permanent surface protection
material.

SOLUTION
The slope was re-graded and 7000 Platipus Anchors / Plati-Drains were installed by Bridge Creek
Construction, a certified Platipus installer, to a depth of 20’ with a working load of 4,000 lbs and a proof load
of 6,000 lbs. The surface of the slope was then covered with a permanent UV stabilized geogrid and revegetated. The Anchored Reinforced Grid Solution provided the opportunity for the Engineer to model the
failure and determine the necessary anchor capacity and spacing. In process load testing verified the design
through the entire process. The site was then able to be vegetated and put back to an aesthetically pleasing
environmentally sound state.

Case Study
SAVIÈSE SLOPE STABILISATION - SWITZERLAND
Geotechnical Engineer: BEG Bureau d'Études Géologiques SA
Main Contractor: Bativa SA
Anchor Installer: Anteq SA

PROJECT SPECIFICATION
Soon after this 14m high slope had been excavated for a new building, a section of the
slope failed due to unforeseen ground conditions leading to the immediate closure of the site. Before
construction could continue an urgent solution was required to permanently secure the entire slope.
Platipus Percussion Driven Earth Anchors (PDEA®) were proposed through their partner, Anteq SA, and
were selected due to a number of key factors: suitable granular material, easy installation in extremely
limited space & immediate availability of products.

SOLUTION
This 500m² slope was safely secured in two main anchoring stages: firstly the lower half, which consisted of
4 rows of B4 anchors driven to a depth of 9m, installed using a 'spider' excavator and proof tested to 90kN
each. Secondly the top half, where 5 rows of the smaller S6 anchor were installed using a handheld
pneumatic hammer from a mobile platform to a depth of 4m, each proof tested to 30kN. The 55° reprofiled slope was completed using a Maccaferri geomat providing a secure and smart finish to the project.
Anchor System:
114 x B4C c/w 9m x 16mm galvanised threaded rod & 300mm square load plate.
126 x S6C c/w 6m x 10mm stainless steel threaded rod & 300mm square load plate
Anchor Design Life: 50yrs

Soil Type: Granular
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Distributor
FW Nicol Philippines, Inc.
Unit 1601, 1 San Miguel Ave.
Ortigas Center, Pasig City
Philippines
T: +63 2 632 9988 F: +63 2 635 9988
E: philippines@fw-nicol.com
W: www.fw-nicol.com
PDEA®, ARGS® and ARVS® are Registered Trademarks of Platipus Anchors.
260417
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T: Toll Free (USA): (866) 752-8478 T: (919) 662-0991
E: civils@platipus.us

